The transverse-axial tubular system (TATS) of mouse myocardium: its morphology in the developing and adult animal.
Invaginations of the sarcolemma that generate the transverse-axial tubular system (TATS) of the ventricular myocardial cells have begun to develop in the mouse by the time of birth. The formation of the TATS appears to be derived from the repetitive generation of caveolae, which forms "beaded tubules". Beaded tubules are retained in the adult, in which they frequently present a spiraled topography. Development of the TATS progresses so rapidly that complex systems are already present in the cardiac muscle cells of young mice; by 10-14 days of age, the ultrastructure is essentially identical to that of the adult. The mouse myocardial TATS is composed of anastomosed elements that are directed transversely and axially (longitudinally). Many tubules have an oblique orientation, however, and most elements of the TATS are highly pleiomorphic. In this respect the TATS of the mouse heart is relatively primitive in appearance in comparison with the more ordered TATS latticeworks typical of the ventricular cells of other mammals. Stereological analysis of the mouse TATS indicates that the volume fraction (VV) and surface density (SV) are considerably greater than previously reported (3.24% and 0.5028 micron-1, respectively). The most complex ramifications of the TATS are embodied in the subsarcolemmal caveolar system and the deeper tubulovesicular "labyrinths", both of which can be found in early postnatal and adult ventricular cells. In atrial cells, TATS development is initiated several days later than in the ventricular cells. The TATS of adult atrial myocardial cells is less prominent than the ventricular TATS and consists largely of axial elements; the incidence of the TATS, furthermore, is more pronounced in the left than in the right atrium.